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Abstract

In this paper we describe the revision and extension
processes performed to the “subontology” for Units
of Measure of the Merged ontology proposed by
Ian Niles. We have used a principled approach to
guide revision of knowledge. The methodology and
the sets of criteria that were used in this revision are
described.

1 Introduction and motivation
As proposed in the call for papers we were asked to revise
SUO material and either add to the proposed standard or pro-
pose changes which were intended to “revise and improve”
the ontology. We chose to do the latter. We picked up Ian
Niles Merged ontology for revision (sent to all SUO partici-
pants on the 15th of January of 2001) and since we were al-
ready familiar with the domain of one of its “subontologies”,
the Units of Measure part of the ontology, we began the pro-
cess of revising it. We believe that knowledge about units
of measure needs to be represented in theSUO ontology in
order to fulfill its scope and purpose.

We wanted to follow a principled approach in this revi-
sion in order to have some guarantees that the changes to be
proposed would effectively improve it and would contribute
to increase the confidence of future SUO users. For this
reason, we picked up sets of criteria that had already been
proposed in the literature to analyze an ontology for reuse
purposes. These criteria were proposed specifically to ana-
lyze and study ontologies for integration1 purposes[Pinto and
Martins, 2000; Pinto, 1999]. Since these are criteria specifi-
cally for integration, which will be one of the main processes
involved in reusing/using theSUO ontology, we believe that
by following them while building it, will improve its reusabil-
ity and usability in the future.

This paper is organized as follows. We begin by present-
ing the results of reviewing Units of Measure, refer how we
are extending the ontology and make some general comments
to the rest of Ian Nile’s Merged ontology. Then we describe
the steps followed to revise Units of Measure, presenting the

1Integration is one of the ontology reuse processes[Pintoet al.,
1999]. The other reuse process is merge. For a characterization of
integration see[Pintoet al., 1999; Pinto and Martins, 2000].

most important conclusions found in knowledge acquisition
and discussing the criteria used to review the ontology. Fi-
nally we present our conclusions and refer future work.

2 Revision of Units of Measure
We began by analyzing and studying the “subontology” pro-
posed by Ian Niles for Units of Measure. We will use the ter-
minology in the domain of standard units, which is described,
in part, in Section 5.1. The conclusions that we reached from
the analysis of this “subontology” from the domain point of
view were:

missing knowledgeThere is some knowledge missing in the
ontology:� Some of the classifications of physical quantities

are missing, for instance one can measure solid
angles, areas, velocity, acceleration, magnetic flux
density, luminous flux, capacitance, etc. Since, for
instance, we have information that says that pres-
sure measures are a subclass of units of measure,
we should add information about missing physi-
cal quantities. For instance, it should be added the
fact that velocity measures or magnetic flux density
measures are subclasses of units of measure. The
appropriate classes of physical quantities should be
added to the ontology to improve its completeness,
reusability and generality.� In the case of SI units that measure the aforemen-
tioned physical quantities some are defined from SI
base units (solid angles, velocity, acceleration) and
others are derived SI units that have special names
and symbols (magnetic flux density, luminous flux,
capacitance). The instances of derived units with
special names and symbols that are missing, such as
tesla, the SI unit for magnetic flux density, should
be added to the ontology to improve its complete-
ness, reusability and generality.� Some SI units are not asserted as such, for instance,
hertz, volt or watt.� The conversion function associated to the time unit
minute is missing. It should be provided since
this is an accepted unit but not the SI base unit for
time (which is thesecond).



� The conversion function associated to the force unit
of measurepound-force is missing. A conver-
sion function into the SI corresponding unit (which
is newton) should be provided.� There should be information about the symbols as-
sociated with the several units represented in this
ontology. They are an important attribute of units
of measure, for instance the length unit meter has
as its corresponding symbol m.� Functions that express derived units with special
names and symbols into SI base units should be in-
cluded since this can allow appropriate symbolic
manipulation and simplification of units of mea-
sure. For example, the frequency unithertz can
be expressed in terms of the time unitsecond.
Therefore, if we take the inverse of a frequency we
get a time or if we divide a force by a mass we
get an acceleration (which is a quantity expressed
in terms of base units). For instance, it would be
interesting to know thatnewton (N) can be ex-
pressed in terms of SI base units as m kg s�2. This
kind of knowledge is missing in the ontology.� Some of the multiples and submultiples of SI units
are represented in the ontology while others are
not, for instancenano-second is represented but
milli-second is not. Maybe all appropriate
multiples and submultiples should be added to the
ontology. Either we add all accepted multiples and
submultiples of all units or we decide in a case by
case basis depending on the value that the corre-
sponding physical quantities typically have.� Maybe, we should include information about the
physical quantities. For instance, we can say that
speed quantities are expressed as the quotient of a
length quantity with a time quantity. Therefore, if
we divide a speed by a time interval we get a length.
For the moment, we only have some of the cate-
gories of physical units represented in the ontology,
for instance, the factMassMeasure or Pres-
sureMeasure are subclassesof units of measure.
We would like to add information, such as that pres-
sure measures are a quotient of a force measure
with an area measure or that force measures are a
multiplication of a mass and an acceleration.

superfluous knowledgeThe mass unitkilogram should
not be supplied with a conversion function into grams
since it is the SI basic unit from which the other mass
units should be measured. Therefore, all non-base SI
mass units should be supplied with conversion functions
into the SI base unit and not the other way around as
in this case. Conversion functions forcoulomb and
hertz should not be provided because they are the de-
rived units with special names and symbols in SI for
electric charge and frequency, respectively.

“misplaced” knowledge We have not found misplaced
knowledge.

knowledge sources changesWe do not know which knowl-
edge sources were used to build theStandard-Units on-

tology [Gruber and Olsen, 1994], the source of knowl-
edge that was used to build this “subontology”, there-
fore, we cannot evaluate if they should be changed.
However, we advise that the knowledge sources to be
used should be from the most reputable as possible
sources, such as[Nor, 1991] or [Taylor, 1995]. This
provides quality guarantees to SUO reusers/users. We
should add that we have not analyzed theStandard-
Units ontology, we only revised the part of Ian Nile’s
Merged ontology concerning Units of Measure.

documentation changesThere are concepts which do not
have documentation, for instanceAngstrom. There are
concepts with a very deficient documentation, for exam-
ple, meter or kilogram (which is not even referred
as the SI unit of mass). There is room for improvement
in the documentation of this ontology.
To improve it we suggest that:

1. all SI base units should explicitly state their status
in their documentation. The only unit that has this
information isampere.

2. all SI base units should include its internationally
accepted natural language definition, for instance
meter is currently defined as “The meter is the
length of the path traveled by light in vacuum dur-
ing a time interval of 1/299 792 458 of a second”2;

3. all SI derived units should include in its documenta-
tion how they can be defined in terms of base units
and in terms of other SI units including those de-
rived with special names and symbols. In the doc-
umentation ofpascal one can find the definition
of the unit in terms of other SI units including those
derived with special names and symbols. However,
this is an exception. Moreover none of the derived
units is provided with its definition in terms of SI
base units.

terminology changesAccording to the rules and style con-
ventions for spelling unit names the names of all units
start with lower-case letter except at the beginning of a
sentence or in capitalized material such as a title. There-
fore, appropriate changes should be conducted in the on-
tology, at least, for SI units. Prefixes associated to units
(kilo, milli, giga, etc.) should also be spelled starting
with lower-case letters. Therefore, appropriate changes
should be conducted in the ontology for accepted pre-
fixes. For now we can leave non-SI units as they are
currently spelled.
The physical quantities should have their standard
names, such as electric current instead ofelectrical
current.
The unitSecond-Duration should be renamed sec-
ond since this is the standard name for the unit. So
should Minute-Duration into minute, Day-Duration into

2The previous definition of meter “The meter is the length equal
to 1650763.73 wavelengths in vacuum of the radiation correspond-
ing to the transition between the levels 2p10 and 5d5 of the krypton
86 atom,86Kr.” was superseded in 1983.



day and Hour-Duration into hour since these units are
accepted for use with the SI units and therefore have
standardized names.

definition changes There are some problems in the defini-
tions, namely:� the definition ofcoulomb is incorrect since it is a

unit of electric charge or quantity of electricity and
not of electric current;� moreover, this assertion (that coulomb is a unit of
... measure) says that coulomb is aninstance of
electric current measure when it should say that it
is asubclass of electric charge measure or quan-
tity of electricity measure;� in the definition ofcoulomb andhertz an unde-
fined function is usedPerFn;� there seems that there was not a coherent crite-
ria as to which conversion factors should be used
(number of digits?, ???), therefore there are a lot of
these factors that should be changed for more ac-
curate ones, for instance, the conversion factor that
should be used to express calories in joule should
be 4.1868 and not 4.186 as represented in the on-
tology.� Some conversion functions are defined into units
that are not the base unit, for instance megahertz is
defined in terms of kilohertz when it should be de-
fined in terms of hertz, hour is defined in terms of
minute and not in terms of second. The conversion
function should convert into base units or into de-
rived units with special names and symbols but not
for their multiples and submultiples.

practices changesWe do not have information how the on-
tology was built therefore we cannot evaluate this crite-
rion.

The conclusions that we reached from the analysis of this
subontology from the point of view of the ontologists that
may come to reuse/use it (quality of the product for a possible
user) were:
general structure The general structure of the ontology was

adequate, namely:� it is one well-balanced hierarchy;� for the moment there is no need to further divide
it into other subontologies, but if other systems of
units (for instance, CGS) should be added, each
system of units should be described in its own sub-
ontology with conversion functions into SI corre-
sponding units;� although some classes of units and their corre-
sponding units are missing the knowledge already
introduced contains enough specialization of con-
cepts;� knowledge is correctly “placed” in the structure so
that inheritance mechanisms can infer appropriate
knowledge from the ontology (apart from the prob-
lem in the coulomb definition that is preventing in-
heritance of properties from its corresponding class
of measure);

� some concepts are missing but they don’t harden
the task of introducing new concepts in the ontol-
ogy;� the semantic distance between sibling concepts
[Arpirez-Vegaet al., 1998] was minimized.

basic distinctions Maybe it would be a good idea to super-
impose another set of basic distinctions. These would
make explicit which units are base units, which units are
derived ones and which units are derived units with spe-
cial names and symbols. This information depends on
the system of units. For example, the pairs (base quan-
tity/base unit) in SI are (length/meter), (mass/kilogram),
(time/second), (electric current/ampere), (thermody-
namic temperature/kelvin), (amount of substance/mole)
and (luminous intensity/candela).

structuring relation The structuring relation (class-
superclass and instance-class) is adequate.

naming convention rules The naming convention rules are
adequate.

definitions The assertion that coulomb is an “electrical cur-
rent” unit (this is not correct, it is an “electrical charge”
unit) is out of place, since all other assertions of the same
kind are in the beginning of the subontology. Therefore,
it should be placed next to the other definitions of this
kind.
There is a problem in all definitions of time units since
the physical quantity ofTimeMeasure-Duration is
defined and then all time unit instances are defined as
instances ofTimeMeasure.
There are some minor spelling errors, for instance in the
definition of the conversion factor for pico ampere the
expression “Pico-AmpereFn” is used.
Regarding the other definitions,in general, they follow
unified patterns, are concise, consistent, correct (lexi-
cally and syntactically), precise and efficient. We be-
lieve there is room for improvement in the completeness
aspect, for instance, an attribute that refers the symbol of
units of measure and functions that express derived units
into base units. This can, in part, be achieved by the in-
troduction of the knowledge that was identified as miss-
ing. There is also room for improvement in the clarity
issue. This can, in part, be achieved by the improve-
ment of the documentation associated to each knowl-
edge piece.

documentation As we said there is room for improvement
in the documentation. From the ontologist point of view,
the user, if he/she did not have any knowledge of the do-
main it would be rather difficult to acquire it from the
ontology. The alphabetical order is not the most appro-
priate one to introduce knowledge of a domain to some-
one not familiar with it. Therefore, we should introduce
all knowledge following some logical order instead.
Moreover, much more internal documentation should be
added to make an introduction of the domain to those
not familiar with it. Users should be able to learn about
the domain from the ontology. As a matter of fact, one



of the purposes of ontologies may be teaching[Arpirez-
Vegaet al., 1998; 2000]. It is one explicit purpose of the
SUO ontology.
Moreover, representation alternatives and the choices
that were made are not discussed.
Finally, part of the documentation is not coherent, for
instance, we only know thatampere is one of the base
units of the SI system.

knowledge pieces representedIn general, the knowledge
pieces that are represented are all important and appro-
priate for this domain, but there is a lack of a lot of
knowledge about other physical quantities and measure
units.

There are other sets of criteria to analyze an ontology but,
in general, they are subsumed by the criteria that were used
in our revision. The design criteria proposed by Gruber[Gru-
ber, 1995] (clarity, coherence, extendibility, minimal encod-
ing bias and minimal ontological commitment) are, in gen-
eral, satisfied (apart from clarity, specially of the documenta-
tion). The ontology also complies to most of the criteria pro-
posed for evaluation3 and assessment4 of ontologies proposed
in [Gómez-Pérezet al., 1995; Gómez-Pérez, 1999]. All cri-
teria proposed in[Gómez-Pérez and Rojas-Amaya, 1999] are
subsumed by the ones that we used in our revision. Moreover,
the criteria that were used are much broader.

After reviewing the ontology we introduced the changes
that were suggested to solve the identified problems.

For instance,meter is now defined as:
; Length Base Unit
(instance-of meter LengthMeasure)
(instance-of meter SystemeInternation-
alUnit)
(documentation meter "SI length unit.
symbol: m. It is one of the base units
in SI. Its definition has evolved over
time. It is currently defined as: The
meter is the length of the path trav-
eled by light in vacuum during a time
interval of 1/299792458 of a second.")

For instance,coulomb is now defined as:
; Electric Charge Units
(instance-of coulomb ElectricChargeMea-
sure)
(instance-of coulomb SystemeInternation-
alUnit)
(documentation coulomb "SI charge unit.
symbol: C. It is the quantity of elec-
tric charge transported through a cross
section of a conductor in an electric
circuit during each second by a current
of 1 ampere. coulomb = s*A")
; NOTE: Coulomb does not have a conver-
sion function.

3Consistency, conciseness, expandability and sensitiveness are
verified but not the completeness criterion.

4Quality, portability and usability are verified, but there is room
for improvement of understandability and generality.

3 Extension of Units of Measure
Currently, we are introducing knowledge that was identified
as missing or important to be represented in the previous sec-
tion. There are some extensions that should be discussed
within the SUO group, namely whether one should include
knowledge about physical quantities (pressure is a quotient
of a force measure with an area measure).

A possible extension to be performed later can be the in-
troduction of knowledge about other systems of units. This
should only be performed if there is any interest on this ex-
tension by the rest of the members of the SUO group.

4 General comments to other parts of Ian
Nile’s Merged ontology

One of the comments we would like to add is the fact that the
documentation provided to “General Classes” should be im-
proved in the style of the mini-essays proposed by Pat Hayes
in an e-mail (8/Feb/2001) “More documentation, please” for
Occurrent and Continuant. Moreover, the documentation of
all these concepts should be associated directly to its defi-
nition, because for those not familiar with such philosophi-
cal and general concepts it is hard to understand what they
may mean, when should someone classify a concept accord-
ing to a particular distinction, etc. The documentation of
every knowledge piece should directly be associated to the
knowledge piece to improve the clarity of the ontology. If
SUO ontology wants to be adopted as a standard it must
be understood even with people without solid backgrounds
in philosophy. The changes proposed in Ian Nile’s e-mail
(29/Jan/2001), “Proposed change to Merged ontology” are a
step in that direction.

As to the part of the ontology where processes are defined,
why is there no mention to the concept of an activity? For in-
stance, software processes[IEEE-Std-1074-1995, 1996] and
their corresponding life cycles are defined in terms of activi-
ties to be performed.

We believe that the axiom that states that only entities are
instances of classes and only classes have instances has a syn-
tactical error. The antecedent should be (instance-of? ?in-
stance ?class) and not (instance-of? (?instance ?class)).

All axioms involving concepts that have in the meanwhile
been removed in Ian Nile’s e-mail (29/Jan/2001), “Proposed
change to Merged ontology” should be removed. For in-
stance, the axiom stating that if a mediating entity ?m has
?x and ?y then either ?x has ?y or vice-versa should be elimi-
nated since the mediating concept does not belong to the on-
tology.

5 Methodology followed to revise Units of
Measure

We began by reviewing the Units of Measure subontology
using the criteria proposed in[Pinto and Martins, 2000; Pinto,
1999]. We had already some knowledge about the domain5

5We have Mechanical Engineering backgrounds and some
knowledge in the Chemistry, Thermodynamics and Electricaldo-
mains, so we are familiar with most units appearing in the SI system
of units and have extensively manipulated SI units.



so we could begin the task before acquiring some knowledge
about the domain.

Since we detected some problems we did some knowledge
acquisition. We mainly looked into on-line sources of knowl-
edge to speed up the knowledge acquisition process. The best
source of knowledge found was the NIST Reference on Con-
stants, Units, and Uncertaintyhttp://physlab.nist.
gov/cuu/Units/index.html.

Then, we completed the analysis of the ontology following
the aforementioned criteria, namely we verified every conver-
sion function.

Finally we implemented all proposed changes in the ontol-
ogy. At the same time as we changed the ontology to elimi-
nate identified problems minor mistakes were found.

5.1 Knowledge acquisition results
Units of measure can be divided into two categories: those
that are base units and those that are derived from them. The
Systeme International (SI) system of units considers the fol-
lowing base units:

length meter (m)

mass kilogram (kg)

time second (s)

electric current ampere (A)

temperature kelvin (K)

luminous intensity candela (mol)

amount of substancemole (cd)

From these units all other units can be defined. Units de-
fined from base units are calledderived units. In SI some
derived units are, for example:

area square meter (m2)

volume cubic meter (m3)

speed, velocitymeter per second (m s�1)

acceleration meter per second square (m s�2)
mass densitykilogram per cubic meter (kg m�3)
specific volume cubic meter per kilogram (m3 kg�1)

Some derived units have special names and symbols.
There are 22 SI derived units that were given special names:

plane angle radian6 (rad) which can be expressed in terms
of SI base units as m m�1 = 1

solid angle steradian7 (sr) which can be expressed in terms
of SI base units as m2 m�2 = 1

frequency hertz (Hz) which can be expressed in terms of SI
base units as s�1

force newton (N) which can be expressed in terms of SI base
units as m kg s�2

pressure or stresspascal (Pa) which can be expressed in
terms of SI base units as m�1 kg s�2 and in terms of
other SI units as N m�2

6In former editions this was considered a supplementary unit
7In former editions this was considered a supplementary unit

energy, work, quantity of heat joule (J) which can be ex-
pressed in terms of SI base units as m2 kg s�2 and in
terms of other SI units as N m

power, radiant flux watt (W) which can be expressed in
terms of SI base units as m2 kg s�3 and in terms of other
SI units as J s�1

electric charge, quantity of electricity coulomb (C) which
can be expressed in terms of SI base units as s A (one
also sees A s)

electric potential difference, electromotive forcevolt (V)
which can be expressed in terms of SI base units as
m2 kg s�3 A�1 and in terms of other SI units as W A�1

capacitance farad (F) which can be expressed in terms of SI
base units as m�2 kg�1 s4 A2 and in terms of other SI
units as C V�1

electric resistanceohm (
) which can be expressed in terms
of SI base units as m2 kg s�3 A�2 and in terms of other
SI units as V A�1

electric conductancesiemens (S) which can be expressed in
terms of SI base units as m�2 kg�1 s3 A2 and in terms
of other SI units as A V�1

magnetic flux weber (Wb) which can be expressed in terms
of SI base units as m2 kg s�2 A�1 and in terms of other
SI units as V s

magnetic flux density tesla (T) which can be expressed in
terms of SI base units as kg s�2 A�1 and in terms of
other SI units as Wb m�2

inductance henry (H) which can be expressed in terms of SI
base units as m2kg s�2 A�2 and in terms of other SI
units as Wb A�1

celsius temperaturedegree Celsius (ÆC) which can be ex-
pressed in terms of SI base units as K

luminous flux lumen (lm) which can be expressed in terms
of SI base units as m2 m�2 cd= cd and in terms of other
SI units as cd sr

iluminance lux (lx) which can be expressed in terms of SI
base units as m2 m�4 cd = m�2 cd and in terms of
other SI units as lm m�2

activity (of a radionuclide) becquerel (Bq) which can be
expressed in terms of SI base units as s�1

absorbed dose, specific energy (imparted), kermagray
(Gy) which can be expressed in terms of SI base units
as m2 s�2 and in terms of other SI units as J kg�1

dose equivalentsievert (Sv) which can be expressed in
terms of SI base units as m2 s�2 and in terms of other SI
units as J kg�1

catalytic activity katal (kat) which can be expressed in terms
of SI base units as s�1 mol

There are other SI derived units whose names and symbols
include derived units with special names and symbols, such
as:

dynamic viscosity pascal second (Pa s)



moment of force newton meter (N m)

surface tension meter per meter (N m�1)

angular velocity radian per second (rad s�1)
angular acceleration radian per second squared (rad s�2)
heat capacity, entropy joule per kelvin (J K�1)

The accepted SI prefixes are:
Prefix Factor Symbol
yotta 1024 Y
zetta 1021 Z
exa 1018 E
peta 1015 P
tera 1012 T
giga 109 G
mega 106 M
kilo 103 k
hecto 102 h
deka 101 da
Prefix Factor Symbol
deci 10�1 d
centi 10�2 c
milli 10�3 m
micro 10�6 �
nano 10�9 n
pico 10�12 p
femto 10�15 f
atto 10�18 a
zepto 10�21 z
yocto 10�24 y

5.2 Sets of criteria used to analyze the Units of
Measure “subontology”

We revised the Units-of-Measure subontology following the
integration-oriented criteria of candidate ontologies proposed
in [Pinto and Martins, 2000; Pinto, 1999]. There are two sets
of criteria: those that are to be performed by domain experts
which were designed for technical evaluation and those that
are to be performed by ontologists that aim at reusing the
ontology (by means of integration) which were designed for
user assessment.

These criteria have been used in two integration expe-
riences: building theReference ontology [Pinto, 1999;
Arpirez-Vegaet al., 2000; 1998] reusing theKA2 ontology
[Benjamins and Fensel, 1998; Benjaminset al., 1999] and
building some of the subontologies needed to build anEn-
vironmental Pollutants ontolology, namely aMonoatomic
Ions [Pinto, 1999; Amaya, 1998; Gómez-Pérez and Rojas-
Amaya, 1999] ontology reusingChemicals [Fernández,
1996].

In the following paragraphs we describe the criteria that
were used.

The integration-oriented technical evaluation criteria that
were used to analyze the Units of Measure subontology were:

missing knowledgeWhat knowledge is missing (by knowl-
edge we mean any knowledge piece, such as classes, in-
stances, relations, etc.)?

Sometimes some knowledge pieces that are relevant, im-
portant and usually used to characterize the domain are
not represented in the ontology. This includes not only
classes and instances, but also important basic distinc-
tions made of the domain concepts (classification criteria
of the concepts described in the ontology that are widely
accepted to characterize the domain and usually repre-
sented in the upper-levels of the ontology), relations that
are relevant to represent knowledge about the domain
(which relations should be specified and for which con-
cepts should they be specified), etc. The domain experts
should also analyze what important knowledge about the
domain is missing in the ontology in view to the partic-
ular use that the ontology is going to have.

superfluous knowledgeWhat knowledge should be re-
moved?
Sometimes some knowledge pieces represented in the
ontology are superfluous, either because they are not im-
portant, or not relevant, or not usually used to describe
the domain in question or because they are not needed
for the particular use that the ontology is going to have.

“misplaced” knowledge What knowledge should be relo-
cated?
Sometimes knowledge pieces should be placed else-
where in the ontology so that the domain is best char-
acterized.

knowledge sources changesWhich knowledge sources
changes should be made?
Sometimes some of the knowledge sources used to ac-
quire knowledge are not the most reputable or up-to-
date. Knowledge from those sources that is represented
in the ontology should be replaced by more reputable,
standard and more up-to-date knowledge.

documentation changesWhich documentation changes
should be made?
Sometimes the documentation of the domain is not cor-
rect (syntactically and semantically), precise, complete
(comprehensive) or reflects the last discoveries in the
field and should be changed. The documentation should
explain the domain and the knowledge pieces repre-
sented in the ontology so that a non-expert could learn
enough about the domain to be able to understand the
knowledge pieces that are represented in the ontology.

terminology changesWhich terminology changes should
be made?
Sometimes the terminology used is not the most usually
accepted in a (sub)field or in a related field, or it is not
the standard terminology and should be changed.

definition changes Which definition changes should be
made?
Sometimes the definitions used are not the most usually
accepted, standard or composed of the definitional char-
acteristics of the knowledge pieces.

practices changesWhich practices changes should be
made?



Sometimes the procedures used to gather knowledge
(knowledge acquisition) and to build the ontology (on-
tological engineering) are not the most correct ones or
follow the accepted best practices in the domain area.

The integration-oriented user assessment criteria that were
used to analyze the Units of Measure subontology were:

general structure Is the general structure of the ontology
adequate?
It is important to assess whether the general structure of
the ontology is appropriate, that is, it complies with the
user requirements needed of it. To analyze the structure
of the candidate ontology six criteria should be taken
into consideration:� Is the structure adequate (one hierarchy, several

hierarchies, a graph, etc.) and preferably well-
balanced?� Is the ontology divided into adequate and enough
modules, that is, is the ontology divided into nat-
ural and appropriate (quality and quantity) subon-
tologies?� Is there adequate and enough specialization of con-
cepts, that is, are the needed concepts and their spe-
cializations represented?� Is knowledge correctly “placed” in the structure so
that inheritance mechanisms can infer appropriate
knowledge from the ontology?� Is there enough diversity represented in the ontol-
ogy so that new concepts are more easily intro-
duced?� Are similar concepts represented close to one an-
other whereas less similar concepts are represented
further apart (minimization of the semantic dis-
tance between sibling concepts[Arpirez-Vegaet
al., 1998])?

If the ontology has not the adequate structure, then the
changes to be made can be so extensive that it may be
more cost effective to build an ontology from scratch.
That is why its analysis is so important.

basic distinctions Are the relevant and required (quantity
and quality) basic distinctions represented?
Changing the basic distinctions (usually represented at
the top-levels of the ontology) upon which the ontology
is based can also imply a vast revision of the ontology.

structuring relation Is the privileged relation upon which
the ontology is structured the required one?8

Changing the privileged relation according to which the
ontology is organized can also have deep consequences.
The whole knowledge would, most probably, have to be
revised, since the new relation organizes knowledge in
a completely different way. Knowledge about a given
domain that should be represented using one relation
has nothing to do with what should be represented us-
ing another relation. Probably it is preferable to build a

8An ontology can be thought of as structured or organized ac-
cording to one privileged relation, for example, ISA or part-of.

new ontology from scratch (if none of the available ones
meets our needs).

naming convention rules Do the names of the knowledge
pieces follow standardization rules?
Whenever possible, naming convention rules should be
enforced all over the resulting ontology so that terminol-
ogy becomes coherent. This increases reusability and
usability of the resulting ontology (it is easier to find rel-
evant knowledge and it is easier to introduce new knowl-
edge).

definitions Do the definitions of the knowledge pieces fol-
low unified patterns, are clear, concise, consistent, com-
plete, correct (lexically and syntactically), precise and
accurate? Are they efficient?
All these questions deal with the way knowledge is rep-
resented in the ontology.

documentation Is the documentation clear, helpful and ad-
equate? Does it discuss alternative representations and
the choices that were made to represent knowledge? Is
it coherent in relation to the definition of the knowledge
piece?
Although documentation is one of the constituents of an
ontology knowledge piece it usually is its most neglected
component. This should not be so because documenta-
tion is crucial to improve clarity of an ontology.

knowledge pieces representedAre all and only the appro-
priate knowledge pieces represented (or included)?
This issue should be analyzed taking into account the
knowledge pieces that domain experts have found im-
portant to be represent.9 If they have found some
knowledge pieces lacking/superfluous they should be
added/deleted to/from the ontology. The ontologists
should analyze whether the proposed changes affect co-
herence, for instance. The use made of the knowledge
in the ontology also influences the way those knowledge
pieces are represented and which knowledge pieces need
to be represented. The ontologist analysis has to focus
both aspects: the relevant and needed knowledge pieces
are represented and they are usefully and adequately rep-
resented.

6 Conclusions and future work
In this paper we describe the process of revision that was per-
formed to the Units of Measure “subontology”. We are cur-
rently introducing knowledge that was identified as missing
or important to be represented. We believe that the com-
prehensive revision done to this ontology has contributed
to improve its quality, generality and therefore its reusabil-
ity/usability.

The use of sets of criteria to guide ontology review allowed
us to be more systematic and focused on the kind of problems
to look for. We have used the broadest criteria found in the
literature for reuse processes. Reuse is one of the purposesof
theSUO ontology.

9The result of knowledge acquisition.



As soon as all changes are introduced we plan to submit
the improved ontology to the SUO group for comments, crit-
icism, revision.
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